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R
ecord executives have
hailed Apple’s $3 billion
acquisition of Beats as

another potential milestone for
the music industry, with the
hope that the merger will 
boost streaming’s impact around
the globe.

But the anticipation doesn’t
stop at the traditional music
business. Even natural rivals to
Beats Music recognise the
significance of Apple’s entry to
the streaming arena with some
hoping the tech giant can 
build awareness and grow 
the streaming music pie for 
all involved.  

Apple confirmed its
acquisition of Beats last week,
including streaming service
Beats Music and premium
headphone king Beats
Electronics, for $2.6 billion plus
approximately $400 million that
will be paid over time.

Speaking to Music Week,
Cooking Vinyl boss Martin
Goldschmidt said that he hoped
to see Apple have a similar impact
in the streaming world as it did
with music downloads via its
revolutionary iTunes platform.
“Apple got downloading right and
dragged the music industry into
the digital age,” he said. “This deal
is very exciting and, in time, will
hopefully prove to be another
milestone in the history of
recorded music.”

Beats Music launched in the
US in January this year with an
exclusive partnership with telco
AT&T. Back then, little was
known about the company’s
proposed worldwide expansion,
but with Apple now behind the
platform, digital director at
Beggars Group Simon Wheeler is
anticipating a fast rate of
movement both in terms of global
footprint and mainstream take-
up: “We hope that Apple buying
Beats will lead to a rapid
international roll out of the Beats

service and that they will leverage
both brand names to bring
streaming music to the
mainstream,” he said.

Meanwhile, established players
in the streaming market have
suggested that Apple’s move into
their territory vindicates a belief

that the access-based format is the
future. Deezer’s VP of Europe
Gerrit Schumann is expecting
more big name competition to
come. “Streaming is the future of
music, and as this market delivers
greater opportunities, new
entrants will inevitably emerge,”
he said. “Further moves by the big
tech companies - Apple, Google
and Amazon - are to be expected,
but their agendas are far different
from ours. As a music company,
we believe our approach offers
more value to music lovers and to
the ecosystem of the industry.”

Napster CFO Ethan Rudin
added: “We’ve said for a while
that this is going to be a year of
change. Digital music is ripe for
consolidation and it’s going to
take more than curation or
discovery enhancements to win.
Making collection a sticky
experience and creating
authentic ways to build
community around music is
essential to convincing music
lovers to pay for a music service.

“There’s no question this will
reshuffle the deck in the digital
music market. How could it not?”
he added. “It’s going to make
things tough for companies
playing on the fringe, but it’s
going to be a fun year. There’s
more competition than ever and
it’s helping build awareness for a
market that’s been fragmented for
many years. We feel strongly that
we’ll see some clear winners by
the end of the year.”

Rudin also pointed out that
by acquiring Beats Music,
Apple had by no means bought
a silver bullet in the streaming
music battle: “Apple does get a
streaming offering, but they’ve
got their work cut out for
them,” he warned. “Signing the
deal was just the beginning.
Now, they’ll need to negotiate
with the labels for a new set of
rights. And, they’ll still need to
figure out a strategy for
launching outside the US,
which is where the real growth
is going to happen.”
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ANALYSIS
“Voluntary licences have
increased hundreds of
percent in last two years”

REPORT
“There’s no doubt physical is
declining, but there’s still a
healthy business there”

BIG INTERVIEW
“We’re continually creative, we
always try to push ourselves 
to entertain”
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DIGITAL
■ BY TOM PAKINKIS 

‘A watershed moment’
FRIENDS AND RIVALS ALIKE EAGER TO SEE IMPACT OF APPLE/BEATS ON STREAMING MUSIC

Eldridge and Morris in for industry networking night
UROK
Management
director Sam
Eldridge will
join Warner
Music UK
CEO Max

Lousada on stage for a special
interview at the next Music
Week Evening Sessions event
in London this month - and
there’ll be music from the
hotly-tipped Rae Morris.

The networking event will
take place on  June 18 at Soho’s
newest venue, The Ham Yard
Hotel. Both Lousada and
Eldridge will be quizzed on stage
by Music Week editor Tim
Ingham in a live interview. 

Eldridge manages a number
of high-profile UK artists
including BRIT-winning rapper
and singer-songwriter Plan B.
His other clients include Ivor
Novello-winning Tom Odell and

Jess Glynne who has featured on
two No.1 singles in 2014 – Clean
Bandit’s Rather Be and Route
94’s My Love. Eldridge also
manages much-loved indie-rock
band, Mystery Jets.

Food and drinks will be laid
on for delegates, while live music
will come from Blackpool
singer/songwriter Morris, who is
signed to Atlantic and appeared
on Bombay Bicycle Club’s
recently-released acclaimed LP,

So Long, See You Tomorrow.
Eldridge was named

Manager of the Year at the
Artist & Manager Awards in
2012 - as Plan B was named
Artist of the Year.

In addition to his
management company, he co-
founded the highly influential
Merok Records, through XL
Recordings. It now continues 
as a publishing company
through BMG.

The first ever Music Week
Evening Sessions took place in
February, with Live Nation CEO
Michael Rapino and European
Concerts president John Reid.

■ Early bird tickets to June’s
Music Week Evening Sessions
are available now for just £45
each. Contact
Sara.Mather@intentmedia.co.uk
or call 020 7226 7246 to 
book yours.
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PROFILE INGROOVES MUSIC GROUP 

N
apster’s emergence at the turn of the
Millennium was the catalyst for perhaps
the most disruptive period in the history of

the recorded music business. 
The file-sharing platform attacked a revenue-rich

sector like an unforgiving swarm of locusts. But true
evolution never comes without casualties; it’s hard
to argue against the idea that Napster modernised
an industry becoming far too set in its ways. 

Further proof: one of the execs behind Napster’s
creation, Sean Parker, has ended up at a company
setting the pace of the modern music biz, Spotify.
And another of its architects, David Kent, has allied
himself with a similarly forward-looking company.
Kent, Napster’s former director of new technology,
joined INgrooves in 2003 as its CTO, and helped
build the proprietary digital platform that remains
at the centre of the company’s offering today.

Founded by CEO Robb McDaniels and
General Counsel Matt Burns in 2002, INgrooves’
initial aim was to help independent labels with their
global digital distribution. Over the past decade,
however, INgrooves has grown into a multi-service
company, offering both labels and artists access to a
range of essential operations with which they can
potentially partner. Acts who have taken advantage

Adds Burns, “We didn’t just acquire the power 
of Fontana and their passionate staff, we also
acquired some existing deals with amazing labels
like WaterTower, Strange Music (Tech N9ne) and
Vagrant. It took us to a new level.”

INgrooves’ physical distribution foothold in
Europe, Asia and Australia caught up with its US
operation earlier this year when a deal was struck
with respected UK company Republic Of Music.
INgrooves integrated a number of its employees
with ROM, solidifying an existing relationship with
a network of local distributors around the world.

Explains INgrooves’ Senior Vice President and
MD International Alex Branson: “We previously
worked very well with ROM, but it was an arm’s
length relationship. With this new deal, we came up
with a solution that worked for all parties.”

INgrooves now counts more than 175 employees
globally, with three offices in the US, in addition 
to a presence in Canada, the UK, Mexico,
Argentina, Germany, Russia and Australia. In key
territories in which the firm doesn’t have it own
full-service facilities, it ties with local partners, 
such as Rough Trade in Germany. The private
equity-backed firm says this strategy provides a
sensible programme for growth. 

“We can effect an efficient global physical release
because we’re running direct marketing relationships

include Oasis, Jamestown Revival and Mazzy Star.
Today, INgrooves Music Group is made up of

three divisions: Distribution Services, Rights Services
and Artist Services (known as ‘INresidence’). The
firm offers expertise in everything from physical and
digital distribution to sales, marketing, analytics
management, accounting, music publishing, sync
licensing, YouTube services and neighbouring rights.

“We needed to become a full service company,”
explains Burns regarding the company’s evolution
past its digital-focused early days. “We kept hearing:
‘I love what you do, but someone else is offering 
a deal with physical as well.’ As we’ve evolved, 
we’ve continued to provide more and more new
services to labels to keep them satisfied and
empowered in a dynamic marketplace.” 

INgrooves became a much more serious player
in 2012, when it acquired the North American
physical distribution network Fontana from
Universal. News of the buyout arrived tellingly close
to the major’s much-contested acquisition of EMI.

“To us, each record is an individual
project. Our framework allows for real
flexibility; we can pick from multiple
partners for each of our clients’ releases”
ALEX BRANSON, INGROOVES

GROOVING UP IN THE WORLD

SERVICES
■ BY TIM INGHAM

Most label and artist services companies started life as physical distributors. INgrooves
Music Group is different: it was born as a digital distribution specialist before branching
out - an origin which it believes helps gives it the technological edge on its competition

ABOVE
IN the groove:
INgrooves 
co-founders 
Matt Burns 
(far left) and
Robb McDaniels
(second right)
with long-term
client The
Crystal Method;
(top right) 
UK-based SVP
and MD
international
Alex Branson;
(Bottom right)
INgrooves COO
Vinnie Freda
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with each of those partners,” says Branson. “They
act like a local office for us, helping us navigate the
ever-changing marketplace.”

He adds: “The major record companies have all
of their global people in-house, which can be quite
restrictive for a project if one team in a certain
territory doesn’t understand the type of music
they’re putting out. An independent record doesn’t
necessarily fit down the same pipes as Rihanna. 

“To us, each record is an individual project. Our
framework allows for real flexibility; we can pick
from multiple partners in each territory depending
on the type of release.”

INgrooves has become slightly frustrated with
misreporting of its relationship with the biggest of
the major labels, Universal - so allow us to put the
record straight. In 2008, UMG took a majority
ownership of Isolation Network Inc (“IN”) the
parent company of INgrooves, tapping into its
software platform (IN Enterprise Solutions,
INgrooves’ sister division, delivers all North
American digital content for UMG). But in 2012, as
part of the Fontana deal, this stake was dramatically
reduced. UMG is now a minority shareholder.

“For obvious reasons we operate at a distance
from Universal,” says Burns. “We’ve never once seen
any of their deals and they’ve never once seen any 
of ours. It wouldn’t work: with Caroline
International, they’re now competing with us in the
marketplace. They have no input into what we do,
who we do it with or what we charge for it.”

Universal’s use of IN’s platform says much about
the crown jewel of INgrooves’ menu of services. 
The platform has allowed the company to reach
flexible business deals with its partners and keep
pace with changes in royalty reporting - both vital
in a world where streaming is continually growing
and improving. So, in INgrooves’ eyes, what puts
their technology ahead of the competition?

“It all starts with our ability to be more reliable,
more flexible and more transparent - for one thing,
we won’t charge you for digital marketing unless we
actually do some digital marketing,” says Branson.

“That’s unlike some of our competitors, who
haven’t been able to offer clients that level of
flexibility in their technology.”

Isolation Network COO Vinnie Freda, a former
senior exec at Universal, adds: “An iTunes royalty

statement might be 10,000 lines; a Spotify
statement might be millions of lines. If you don’t
have the right technology in place, you can’t report
that properly. We can: we have music people who
really understand technology, and technology people
who really understand music.”

INgrooves realises that it is operating in a
highly-competitive sector. However, its background
is markedly different from that of the bulk of its
rivals: it’s a services company which emerged from a
digital, rather than physical, distribution specialist.
It’s a distinct history that Burns believes will help
protect INgrooves from inevitable consolidation in
the music services sector in years to come.

“If you’re profitable like us right now, the 
future’s bright,” reckons Burns. “If you’re not, it’s
going to put pressure on people. We’re very
confident: as streaming hits scale, the next four to
five years should be amazing.”

A key driver in Burns’ confidence is the steady
increase in the trend for artists self-releasing 
their records - and turning to third-party services
companies to help. INgrooves’ INresidence 
division helped Mazzy Star issue their album
Seasons Of Your Day on their own label last year.
The LP hit a career-high chart position on both
sides of the Atlantic. 

“If you’re a pop artist and you want your new
single played on radio stations around the world,
you’re probably still going to want a major behind
you,” says Freda. 

“But there’s a big population of artists for whom
that model doesn’t fit, and for whom our setup is
more appropriate. The good news for us is that we
see that group just growing and growing. 

“The cornerstones of INgrooves have always
been the same: transparency, flexibility and
technology. Those three principles are only going 
to become more important for both artists and
labels in the future.”

PUBLISHING AS A SERVICE
INgrooves launched a music publishing division
last autumn. The firm says that the move is 
now maximising the earnings potential of the
copyrights it looks after.

“In terms of rights management, publishing and
masters are colliding,” says Matt Burns. “Look at
YouTube: if you can’t clear both sides, they can’t 
sell ads next to your content. It’s an especially
attractive service for [rights-holders] currently relying
on publishers that are bad with data. Or maybe
they’re an indie label who doesn’t have their
publishing sorted. If a track explodes on YouTube 
and it’s not properly monetised, it’s a travesty. We
collect everything with total transparency. We take
our fee, there are no hidden costs.”

INgrooves has partnered with UK firm Sentric
Music for its publishing arm. The Liverpool-based
company provides both rights administration and
a tech platform - which plugs into INgrooves’s
existing client console. 

Adds Burns: “When our engineering team 
saw Sentric’s platform, it was the first time I 
heard them say: ‘This is really good: slick,
straightforward and solid technology.’ 

“It saved us a lot of time and has worked
perfectly since day one. Sentric are a great team.”

“If a services company doesn’t have
the right technology, they can’t 
report royalty lines from a streaming
site properly. We can: we employ tech
people who understand music”
VINNIE FREDA, INGROOVES

LEFT
Hope Sandoval:
The Mazzy Star
frontwoman and
her bandmates
self-released
their last LP 
with help from
INGrooves

INGROOVES’ POWER OF THREE

INgrooves Music Group is comprised of three
divisions, offering a defined spread of services:

INgrooves Distribution Services: Global digital and
physical distribution, sales & marketing,
operations & production, analytics & reporting.
Clients include Dirty Hit Records, Rostrum, Boys
Noize, Razor & Tie, Fat Possum and Vagrant.

INresidence Artist Services: Project management,
radio promotion, sync licensing, marketing,
distribution and publicity. Key projects have included:
Mazzy Star, Oasis and Jamestown Revival.

INgrooves Publishing & Rights Services: Music
publishing, sync licensing, neighbouring rights,
mechanical royalty management, YouTube. Key
clients include: Stephen Marley and Dirty Hit Songs.

IN’S TECHNOLOGY: 
WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
Those who sign up to work with INgrooves 
will benefit from its online client console, based
on its proprietary platform. Essentially an
automated digital supply chain system for the
distribution and administration of music, users
can monitor the processing, delivery and income
of their tracks on a daily basis.

“We’ve recently launched a real effort to
invest in analytics,” says COO Vinnie Freda. “It’s
a little bit of a cliché at this point to talk about
big data, but making decisions from analysis is
only going to become more important. We want
to be ahead of that curve.”
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